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Abstract
White matter abnormalities represent early neuropathological events in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease (AD), investigating these white matter alterations would likely provide valuable insights into pathological changes over the course
of AD. Using a novel mathematical framework called “Director Field Analysis” (DFA),
we investigated the geometric microstructural properties (i.e., splay, bend, twist, and
total distortion) in the orientation of white matter fibers in AD, amnestic mild cognitive
impairment (aMCI), and cognitively normal (CN) individuals from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative 2 database. Results revealed that AD patients had extensive orientational changes in the bilateral anterior thalamic radiation, corticospinal tract,
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inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and
uncinate fasciculus in comparison with CN. We postulate that these orientational
changes of white matter fibers may be partially caused by the expansion of lateral ventricle, white matter atrophy, and gray matter atrophy in AD. In contrast, aMCI individuals showed subtle orientational changes in the left inferior longitudinal fasciculus and
right uncinate fasciculus, which showed a significant association with the cognitive performance, suggesting that these regions may be preferential vulnerable to breakdown
by neurodegenerative brain disorders, thereby resulting in the patients' cognitive
impairment. To our knowledge, this article is the first to examine geometric microstructural changes in the orientation of white matter fibers in AD and aMCI. Our findings
demonstrate that the orientational information of white matter fibers could provide
novel insight into the underlying biological and pathological changes in AD and aMCI.
KEYWORDS

Alzheimer's disease, amnestic mild cognitive impairment, geometric microstructure,
orientation change, white matter
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et al., 1994; Bramlett & Dietrich, 2002; Chou et al., 2009; Thompson
et al., 2004). Thus, these morphological changes may compress or pull

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurological disorder characterized by

the local white matter fiber, thereby distorting the orientational distri-

amyloid-β plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the gray matter, with

bution in the local white matter. In addition, histological and ultra-

associated inflammation and neuronal death (Braak & Braak, 1991;

structural evidences from the Alzheimer's mouse model, as well as

Braak & Braak, 1995). In addition to prominent gray matter atrophy,

post-mortem examination of humans, have indicated that AD can lead

there is myelin degeneration and axonal loss in neural fiber tracts

to neuron numbers reduction, glial swelling, and demyelination in local

(Bartzokis, 2011; Hua et al., 2013), leading to significant white matter

white matter regions (Qin et al., 2013; Shu et al., 2013; Zerbi

damage (Apostolova et al., 2010; Apostolova & Thompson, 2008;

et al., 2013). Given the role of glial cells in the physical support for

Chintamaneni & Bhaskar, 2012; Desikan, et al., 2010; Leung

neurons, swollen glia cells and loss of neuron itself may cause the ori-

et al., 2013). The neurodegeneration in AD is known to begin 20–

entational distortion of local white matter fibers. In brief, the morpho-

30 years before clinical symptoms (e.g., amnestic mild cognitive

logical and histological alteration in AD could be potential factors

impairment, aMCI) become apparent (Chintamaneni & Bhaskar, 2012).

inducing the orientational changes in the white matter fibers. Intra-

Treatments are most likely to be effective before pathological changes

voxel diffusion information alone, obtained by the methods men-

spread throughout the brain. Thus, an early diagnosis with reliable bio-

tioned above, would not be able to describe such orientational

markers is essential for the development of effective treatment

changes of white matter fibers. Therefore, it is urgent to apply a novel

and/or prevention strategies.

method for complementing the deficiency of classical metrics on such

Although many researchers have examined AD from the perspective of functional network-based dysfunctions (Canter, Penney, &

geometric microstructural changes in the orientation of white matter
fiber in AD and aMCI.

Tsai, 2016; Palop, Chin, & Mucke, 2006), direct investigation of white

Recently, a novel mathematical framework called Director Field

matter abnormalities may provide novel insights into the pathophysi-

Analysis (DFA), inspired by the microscopic theoretical treatment of

ology of AD (Langen et al., 2017; Mito et al., 2018). Diffusion tensor

phases in liquid crystals, was proposed to study the orientational dis-

imaging (DTI) is a powerful and noninvasive neuroimaging technique

tortion of local white matter based on the reconstructed tensor field

for in vivo mapping of white matter changes in the human brain. DTI

or spherical function field (Cheng & Basser, 2017). In the studies of

provides voxel-based metrics, such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and

liquid crystals, change in the orientations of rod-like molecules is

mean diffusivity (MD). Among the tensor-derived metrics, FA is one

called as “orientational distortion.” Compared to conventional intra-

of the most popular and effective measures (Taylor, Hsu, Krishnan, &

voxel-based metrics that only provide intra-voxel information (e.g., FA

MacFall, 2004). It describes the anisotropy of water diffusion, which is

and MD), DFA provides inter-voxel information which allows for mea-

reflective of the degree of directionality of cellular structures within a

suring the orientational changes of local white matter fibers. Specifi-

voxel. One major limitation of those classical metrics is the difficulty

cally, DFA provides three orientational indices: splay, bend, and twist,

to model voxels containing multiple fiber populations (Jones,

as shown in Figure 1, and a total distortion index to quantify the ori-

Knösche, & Turner, 2013; O'Donnell & Pasternak, 2015). Despite this,

entational properties in a local spatial neighborhood. We hypothe-

the loss of anisotropic diffusion tends be to some extent related to

sized that DFA may supplement the deficiency of classical DTI metrics

the demyelination of white matter fibers and axonal loss (Jones

in exploring the orientational changes of white matter fiber tracts,

et al., 2013; Leung et al., 2004). Numerous DTI-based AD studies

which may in turn suggest the new pathological evidences in AD and

have reported reductions in white matter microstructural integrity as

aMCI that have not been explored.

indicated by voxel-based metrics (e.g., FA and MD; Gold, Johnson,

In this study, we present the first application of the geometric

Powell, & Smith, 2012; Minati, Edginton, Grazia Bruzzone, &

microstructural information in the orientation of local white matter

Giaccone, 2009; Nachev, Wydell, O'neill, Husain, & Kennard, 2007;

fibers in individuals with AD (n = 48) and aMCI (n = 56) in comparison

Nir et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2004).

to CN (n = 60). The purpose of this study was to evaluate the specific

Aside from this, another limitation of classical tensor framework

pattern of orientational changes of local white matter fibers in AD and

is its inability to demonstrate the directional diffusion based on the

aMCI, and to investigate the possible cause of the local white matter

voxel analysis. The traditional DTI framework utilizes intra-voxel infor-

orientational changes in AD and aMCI.

mation to describe the spatial diffusion within a single voxel, to some
extent reflect on the integrity of microstructure of white matter
fibers. It does not utilize inter-voxel information to represent for the

2
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orientational properties of microstructure in the white matter fibers in
a spatial neighborhood. Numerous morphological studies have rev-

All data used in this study were obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease

ealed that AD and aMCI had gross white matter atrophy and gray

Neuroimaging Initiative 2 (ADNI2; http://adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI

matter loss (Balthazar et al., 2009; Ferreira, Diniz, Forlenza, Busatto, &

was launched in 2003 as a public–private partnership, led by Principal

Zanetti, 2011; Guo et al., 2010; Tabatabaei-Jafari, Shaw, &

Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has

Cherbuin, 2015). Ventricular dilation has also been found to correlate

been to test whether serial MRI, positron emission tomography (PET),

with aging-related pathologies, such as aMCI and AD (Biegon

other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological

3
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F I G U R E 1 (a) A brief illustration of three types of orientational distortions (i.e., splay, bend, and twist). The figure was revised and approved
from Cheng and Basser (2017). (b) Each row shows a synthetic tensor field with the six index maps (splay, bend, twist, total distortion, FA, and
MD) calculated from the tensor field. All tensors in the tensor fields share the same shape but have different orientations, resulting in constant FA
and MD maps. While the new orientational indices (splay, bend, twist and total distortion) could reflect the local spatial orientational distortions.
(c) Tracts of interest, including anterior thalamic radiation, uncinate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus,
superior longitudinal fasciculus and corticospinal tract. FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity

assessment could be combined to measure the progression of aMCI

participants are shown in Table 1. All participants had given their

and early AD. Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very

informed written consent approved by each sites' Institutional Review

early AD progression was intended to aid researchers and clinicians to

Board.

develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as
lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.

2.2
2.1

|

Participants

|

Image acquisition

All participants underwent whole-brain MRI scans using the ADNI
protocol. All MRI were carried out using 3 T MRI scanners

This study included individuals with AD, aMCI, and CN, from ADNI2.

(GE Medical Systems) from seven North American sites. Sagittal

The inclusion criterion was: (a) each subject must have completed

MPRAGE T1-weighted scans were acquired with the following param-

both T1-weighted images and DWI images; (b) AD patients met the

eters: TR = 7.34 ms; TE = 3 ms; TI = 400 ms; FA =11 ; acquisition

National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and

matrix = 256  256; number of slices = 180, yielding scans with

Stroke and the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association

voxel size = 1  1  1.2 mm3. Axial diffusion weighted image data

(NINCDS/ADRDA) criteria for probable AD, had a Mini-Mental State

were acquired with a spin echo planar imaging sequence with the fol=

256  256,

Exam (MMSE) score below 26, had a Clinical Dementia Rating above

lowing

0.5, and had an abnormal memory function documented by the

size = 1.4  1.4  2.7 mm3; flip angle = 90 ; number of slices = 59.

parameters:

acquisition

matrix

voxel

Wechsler Memory Scale—Revised; (c) aMCI individuals were classified

There were 46 images acquired for each scan: 41 diffusion-weighted

by a clinical review panel, with a score between 24 and 30 on MMSE,

images (b = 1,000 s/mm2), and 5 non-diffusion-weighted images

a Clinical Dementia Rating of 0 or 0.5, and an abnormal memory func-

(b = 0 s/mm2). Repetition time varied across scanning sites, and was

tion; (d) CN individuals were required to be free of subjective memory

approximately between 12,500 and 13,000 ms.

concerns, had a MMSE score between 24 and 30, and a Clinical
Dementia Rating of 0.
Our study, therefore, initially had 50 AD patients, 56 aMCI

2.3

|

Image pre-processing

patients, and 60 CN individuals from ADNI2. Among the AD patients,
two were removed because of the incomplete DTI data. The final

Briefly, the ADNI2 DICOM files were converted to NIFTI files with

cohort included 48 AD patients (18 F/30 M, 76.33 ± 8.58 years old,

MRIcron's dcm2nii. We then used FSL 5.0.9 (fMRIB Software Library,

MMSE = 21 ± 4.5), 56 aMCI patients (23 F/33 M, 73.39 ± 8.18 years

www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) to correct eddy current distortions and head

old, MMSE = 27.75 ± 1.7), and 60 CN individuals (32 F/28 M, 76.2

movement. We adjusted the gradient directions based on the eddy

± 6.65 years old, MMSE = 28.62 ± 1.82). The characteristics of all

current correction. BET was then used to remove non-brain tissue

4
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CN

MCI

AD

p

F/χ2

n

60

56

48

#

#

Age, years (SD)

76.2 (6.65)

73.39 (8.18)

76.3 (8.58)

2.459

.089

Males (%)

28 (46.7%)

33 (58.9%)

30 (62.5%)

2.390

.122

CDR (SD)

0.08 (0.2)

0.48 (0.13)

1.06 (0.43)

171.730

<.001

MMSE (SD)

28.62 (1.82)

27.75 (1.7)

21 (4.5)

107.739

<.001

T A B L E 1 Clinical and demographic
characteristics of each diagnostic group

Note: Data are presented as mean and SD or percentage number (%). Reported p-values were obtained
from one-way between-groups ANOVA tests for age, CDR, and MMSE scores, and chi-square test for
independence for sex.
Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer's disease patients; CDR, clinical dementia rating; HC, healthy elderly
control subjects; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.

(Smith, 2002), and brain-extracted images were visually inspected.

because all tensors have the same shape. DFA provides splay, bend,

The local PCA algorithm implemented in Dipy (https://dipy.org/) was

and twist indices to describe these three local geometric microstruc-

applied to denoise the acquired diffusion data. In addition, corrected

tures of orientational distortion, and a total orientational distortion

b0 images were linearly aligned to skull-stripped T1 images using FSL

index to describe a combination of all three types. The main idea of

linear registration with boundary-based registration. The linearly

DFA is to construct a local orthogonal frame at each voxel, where the

aligned b0 image was then nonlinearly registered to the T1-weighted

first axis is the main direction of that voxel, and then define these

images with ANTs (http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/) to correct for EPI-

inter-voxel DFA indices (splay, bend, twist) using spatial derivatives of

induced susceptibility artifacts. Finally, the resultant 3D deformation

the main direction along different axes (Cheng & Basser, 2017). After

fields were then applied to the remaining diffusion data.

defining splay, bend, twist indices, the total distortion index is defined

struct diffusion tensors, and calculate six DTI metric maps, including

as square root q
of ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the sum of square of these three indices
( total distortion ¼ splay2 þ bend2 þ twist2 ).
See
Cheng
and

FA, MD, and four DFA metrics: splay, bend, twist, and total distortion

Basser (2017) for more detailed definitions of DFA indices. Using DFA

(Cheng & Basser, 2017) for each subject. Detailed interpretations for

indices, we can quantify the local geometric microstructures in the ori-

DFA metrics have been described by Cheng and Basser (2017), which

entation of white matter fibers in a local neighborhood at an inter-

are summarized in brief below.

voxel level. See Figure 1. The first row in Figure 1b shows a tensor

We used DMRITool (http://diffusionmritool.github.io) to recon-

field with a circular splay pattern, where tensor orientations splay
around the central voxel. Ignoring the singularity of the central voxel,

2.4

|

DFA metrics

both the bend and twist indices are zero, and the splay index quantifies the degree of splay. The second row in Figure 1b shows a tensor

We used a novel mathematical framework DFA to compute the orien-

field with a circular bend pattern, where tensor orientations bend

tational distortion of local white matter fibers based on tensor images.

around the central voxel. Both the splay and twist indices are zero,

Based on studies of liquid crystals, there are three types of orienta-

and the bend index quantifies the degree of bend. The third row in

tional distortions, that is, splay, bend, and twist. See Figure 1a.

Figure 1b shows a twist pattern, where from left to right in each row
a tensor twists its orientation around the left–right axis. The twist

1. Splay: spatial bending occurs perpendicular to the direction of the
main molecular axis;
2. Bend: spatial bending is parallel to the direction of the main molecular axis;
3. Twist: neighboring directions are rotated with respect to one
another, rather than aligned.

index map is constant for this tensor field, ignoring the boundary
effect in the calculation of the boundary voxels of the field, while both
splay and bend maps are zero. Although in these three tensor fields,
only one index map among splay, bend and twist maps is nonzero,
these three index maps are normally all non-zero for real data,
because the spatial orientational distortion normally happens in the
three-dimensional space for real data, not in a two-dimensional space

The three tensor fields in Figure 1a demonstrate splay, bend, and

as synthesized in Figure 1.

twist of the orientational distortions in a local neighborhood.
Figure 1b shows three synthetic tensor fields with their six index
maps (splay, bend, twist, total distortion, FA, and MD). All tensors in

3
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these three tensor fields have the same shape (i.e., the same tensorderived indices, for example, FA or MD), but spatially different orien-

3.1

|

Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS)

tations. Intra-voxel tensor-derived index maps (e.g., FA or MD) cannot
distinguish these local geometric microstructures formed by inter-

Mean FA maps were created and thinned to obtain a projection of all

voxel orientational changes. Both FA and MD are constant maps

participants' FA data onto a mean FA skeleton that represented the

5
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centers of all tracts common to the group (Smith et al., 2006). Briefly,

orientational changes of the white matter fibers with the morphologi-

all participants' FA data were nonlinearly aligned to a standard tem-

cal volume including: lateral ventricular, white matter volume and gray

plate space (FMRIB58_FA). Then, the mean FA image was created and

matter volume, Pearson's correlation was firstly used to examine

thresholded (FA value >0.2) to create the mean FA skeleton. Next,

whether the total distortion in the orientation of changed white mat-

each participant's FA data was projected onto the thresholded mean

ter was associated with these morphological volumes, respectively.

FA skeleton. In addition, TBSS was also performed for the four DFA

When the relationships between total distortion and morphological

indices (splay, bend, twist, and total distortion). The displacement

volumes are significant, the corresponding morphological measures

fields of the non-linear registration estimated from the FA images

will be included as independent variables into the multiple linear

were applied to warp DFA index maps. The warped maps were subse-

regression models to investigate how these morphological metrics

quently projected onto the mean FA skeleton before applying voxel-

contribute to the changes in the orientation of white matter fibers.

wise statistics. Finally, a general linear model was built with group fac-

Finally, a voxel-wised generalized linear model was performed to

tor as independent factors, demeaned age, gender and scanner sites

investigate the association between total distortion and the most sig-

as nuisance covariates. Voxel-wise statistical analysis of white matter

nificant independent predictive factor in the above regression model.

skeleton was conducted with permutation-based nonparametric infer-

Age, sex, and scanner sites were included as nuisance covariates in

ence on the FA, MD and DFA indices using Randomize to assess

the model. TFCE (Smith & Nichols, 2009) was used to correct for mul-

group difference between AD and CN, and between aMCI and

tiple comparisons across the whole brain at p < .05.

CN.

Threshold

Free

Cluster

Enhancement

(TFCE;

Smith

&

Nichols, 2009) was used to correct for multiple comparisons across
the whole brain (p < .05).

4
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Besides, to visually show the geometric microstructural difference
between AD, aMCI and CN, we would select the white matter regions

4.1

|

Clinical and demographic characteristics

where DFA indices (e.g., bend) but not FA had significant difference,
and visualize their tensor fields using DFA indices and FA.

Clinical and demographic characteristics of each diagnostic group are
summarized in Table 1. There was no significant difference in either
age or sex.

3.2

|

Tracts of interest analysis

We performed tracts of interest analysis to investigate potential

4.2

|

Tract-based spatial statistics

changes of selective fiber pathways in aMCI participants. The white
matter tracts of interest were identified with Johns Hopkins University's

As shown in Figure 2, AD patients had large-extent abnormalities in

white matter atlas available in FSL (Mori et al., 2008; Wakana

the orientation and integrity of white matter fibers in comparison with

et al., 2007). Based on the TBSS results of DFA indices, we selected all

CN. Specifically, there was a significant increase of splay in the left

the regions which showed significant changes in the total distortion in

corticospinal tract, and significant decrease of splay in the bilateral

AD patients, and categorized these regions into six tracts of interest—

inferior longitudinal fasciculus and left uncinate fasciculus. Bend was

namely, the anterior thalamic radiation, uncinate fasciculus, inferior lon-

found to be significantly greater in the bilateral corticospinal tract and

gitudinal fasciculus, corticospinal tract, superior longitudinal fasciculus,

forceps major, and less in the bilateral anterior thalamic radiation, infe-

and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (see Figure 1c). Then, the mean

rior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior and superior longitudinal fas-

signals in the orientational distortion were computed in these tracts of

ciculus, uncinate fasciculus, and left corticospinal tract. The significant

interest. Between-group comparisons were made between individuals

twist increases in AD were mainly observed in the bilateral

with aMCI and CN, and multiple comparisons were corrected using the

corticospinal tract, while the significant twist decreases were found in

FDR correction with an alpha of .05. In addition, Pearson's correlation

the bilateral anterior thalamic radiation, inferior fronto-occipital fascic-

analysis was performed between cognitive scores and the tracts of

ulus, inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus,

interest that passed multiple comparisons corrections.

and forceps minor. However, when aMCI patients were compared to
CN individuals, we found no significant changes in the orientation or
integrity of white matter fibers.

3.3 | The relationship between morphological
measures and the orientational changes in the white
matter fibers

As shown in Figure 3, the green region showed where AD had
significantly different bend index but not FA in comparison with
CN. We visualized the tensor fields by coloring the glyphs using the
bend index and FA in one of the significantly different regions

Native space T1-weighted images were used to measure the total

(highlighted with a yellow box) in AD, aMCI, and CN. We can visually

intracranial and lateral ventricular volume, total cerebral white matter

observe distinct geometric microstructural changes in the given region

volume and total gray matter volume using FreeSurfer 6.0 (See the

(yellow boxes), where bend index (lower box) had a significant

Supporting Information). In order to explore the association of the

increase while FA (upper box) is visually similar in AD, aMCI, and CN.

6
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F I G U R E 2 Micro-structural changes in the orientation and integrity in AD compared to CN across the whole brain white matter. Tract-Based
Spatial Statistics white matter analysis showing a pattern of orientational changes (i.e., splay, bend, twist, and total distortion) and classical metrics
(i.e., FA and MD) overlaid on the white matter skeleton (green) in individuals with Alzheimer's disease compared to cognitive normal individuals
(p < .05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Blue is for the decrease, and Red is for the increase. AD, Alzheimer's disease; CN, cognitively
normal; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity

F I G U R E 3 Sketch map of the significant increase of the bend index in the tensor field in AD compared to CN. The green region showed AD
is significantly different with CN in bend but not FA. We visualized the tensor field by coloring the glyphs using the bend index and FA in one of
the significant different regions (yellow boxes) in AD, MCI, and CN. We can visually observe the significant increase of the bend index in the
tensor field (lower box) in the given region where the FA (upper box) is visually similar in AD, MCI, and CN. AD, Alzheimer's disease; CN,
cognitively normal; FA, fractional anisotropy; MCI, mild cognitive impairment

4.3

|

Tracts of interest analysis

trend of correlation with the splay within the left UF (MMSE:
r = .139, p = .077; MoCA: r = .141, p = .079. see Figure 4b).

As shown in Figure 4a. Compared to CN individuals, aMCI patients
had significantly less splay in the left inferior longitudinal fasciculus
(ILF; t[114] = 2.954, corrected p < .05), and uncinate fasciculus (UF;
t[114] = 2.425, corrected p < .05). No other DFA metrics or FA, MD
in any tracts of interest showed significant difference after the multi-

4.4 | The relationship between morphological
measures and the orientational changes in the white
matter fibers

ple comparison correction in aMCI compared to CN.
Meanwhile, we found a significant correlation between the cogni-

As shown in Figure 5a–c, we found that the total distortion was signif-

tive scores and the splay in the orientation of white matter fiber

icantly correlated with lateral ventricle volumes (r = .613, p < .001),

within the left ILF (MMSE: r = .289, p < .001; MoCA: r = .237,

total cerebral white matter volume (r = .215, p = .008) and total gray

p = .003. see Figure 4b). However, the cognitive scores had only a

matter volume (r = .459, p < .001).

7
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F I G U R E 4 Tracts of interest analysis. (a) Comparison between CN, MCI, and AD. (b) Correlation between the splay of the orientation in tracts
of interest and the cognitive performance. **, corrected p < .05; ***, corrected p < .01. AD, Alzheimer's disease; CN, cognitively normal; FA,
fractional anisotropy; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MoCA, Montreal cognitive assessment; MMSE, MiniMental State Exam; UF, uncinate fasciculus

F I G U R E 5 Association between morphological changes and orientational distortion. The total distortion was close association with lateral
ventricular volume (a), total cerebral white matter volume (b), and total gray matter volume (c). Multiple linear regression models that contained of
lateral ventricle volume, total cerebral white matter volume and total gray matter volume explained 42.8% of the variance of total distortion (d)

The multiple linear regression model revealed that the total distortion was independently associated with lateral ventricle volumes
(standardized β = .524, p < .001), total cerebral white matter volume

T A B L E 2 The association of relevant morphological changes
with total distortion in the changed white matter using multiple
linear regression model
β

Standardized β t

(standardized β = .147, p = .049), and total gray matter volume

Model

(standardized β = .302, p < .001) (Table 2). This model that contained

Intercept

of lateral ventricle volume, total cerebral white matter volume and

Lateral ventricular .022 .524
volume

total gray matter volume explained 42.8% of the variance of total distortion (Figure 5d).

White matter
volume

As shown in Figure 6, in CN individuals, the lateral ventricular vol-

Gray matter
volume

ume was significantly correlated with total distortion in the orientation of the white matter fibers. The correlated areas were mainly in
the vicinity of the lateral ventricles including the genu, body, and
splenium of corpus callosum. This is consistent with our hypothesis

.350

7.047 <.001 .428

.003 .147
.005

R2

p

.302

7.708 <.001
1.982

.049

3.839 <.001

Note: R2 represents the proportion of variation in total distortion explained
by all morphological variables in the multiple linear regression model.

that the expansion of lateral ventricle has an impact on the orientation
of white matter fibers in the surrounding areas. Interestingly, in
patients with MCI or AD, we observed a negative correlation between

5

|

DI SCU SSION

the lateral ventricular volume and total distortion in the orientation
within the junction of white matter and the cortex, which demon-

Our study is the first to examine the orientational changes of local

strates that the disease progression may have a significant role in the

white matter fibers in AD and aMCI. There are three primary find-

orientational changes of local white matter region.

ings in this study: (a) patients with AD exhibit spatially extensive

8
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F I G U R E 6 Voxel-wise association between the lateral ventricle volume and the orientational properties in white matter fibers. We can
visually observe that areas showing significant positive correlation (depicted in green) mainly in the vicinity of the lateral ventricles (depicted in
red) both in the cognitively normal individuals, and patients with AD and aMCI, confirming the morphological impact on the orientation of white
matter fiber. Conversely, the negative correlated white matter areas (depicted in blue) were only observed in patients with AD and aMCI, and
distributed in the junction of white matter and the cortex, suggesting an essential role of the disease progression in the orientational changes of
white matter fibers. AD, Alzheimer's disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment

changes in the orientation of white matter fibers. These orienta-

with high-risk AD also showed a similar decreased microstructural

tional changes of white matter fibers were mainly found in the bilat-

integrity in specific white matter tracts, suggesting that these disrup-

eral anterior thalamic radiation, corticospinal tract, inferior and

tions represent a very remarkable feature in the course of AD (Gold,

superior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus

Powell, Andersen, & Smith, 2010).

and uncinate fasciculus; (b) aMCI patients had subtle orientational

Of note, we observed the increase in all three geometric microstruc-

changes in white matter fibers in the left inferior longitudinal fascic-

tural properties of the orientation in the white matter fibers surrounding

ulus and right uncinate fasciculus, which showed a significant associ-

the lateral ventricles, mainly in the corpus callosum and part of

ation with the cognitive performance. (c) The orientational change

corticospinal tract. It may be a consequence of ventricular dilatation to

of white matter fibers observed in patients and cognitively normal

distort the orientation of peri-ventricle white matter fibers (Chou

individuals has a close association with lateral ventricular volume,

et al., 2009). This is in line with our observed positive association

total cerebral white matter volume and total gray matter volume,

between lateral ventricle and the orientational distortion in corpus cal-

suggesting that the geometric microstructural changes in the orien-

losum both in CN individuals and in patients with AD and aMCI. Further-

tation of white matter fibers were likely partially due to the morpho-

more, we found the decrease in the orientation of the late-myelinating

logical changes as the AD progress.

white matter tracts including fronto-occipital fasciculus, longitudinal fasciculus and uncinate fasciculus. Late-myelinating regions in brain development contain smaller axons with fewer myelin lamellae (Chia,

5.1 | Spatially extensive orientational changes of
white matter fibers in AD

Thompson, & Moscarello, 1983). These regions thus tend to be more
vulnerable to breakdown by neurodegenerative brain disorders such as
AD (Kemper, 1994). The preferential vulnerability of late-myelinating

This study used a novel methodology to detect the orientational

areas in AD first develop in areas that are last to myelinate prior to

changes of local white matter fibers at an inter-voxel level in AD. We

affecting early-myelinating areas (Braak & Braak, 1996), and that a loss

demonstrated that AD patients exhibit spatially extensive geometric

of myelin accounts for cognitive decline (Peters et al., 1996). In accord to

microstructural changes in the orientation of white matter fibers around

other studies (Brickman et al., 2012; Stricker et al., 2009), our study con-

the whole brain. This was observed in the bilateral anterior thalamic

tributes to clarify the particular tissue properties of late-myelinating

radiation, corticospinal tract, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior

white matter fibers that underwent aberrant changes both in the orien-

and superior longitudinal fasciculus, and uncinate fasciculus. This is con-

tation and integrity of microstructure through the course of AD.

sistent with previous reports on the pattern of microstructural white
matter damages in AD (Benitez et al., 2014; Douaud et al., 2011; Mayo,
Mazerolle, Ritchie, Fisk, & Gawryluk, 2017). For example, Mayo
et al. (2017) demonstrated a similar widespread pattern of reduced FA

5.2 | Subtle orientational changes of white matter
fibers in aMCI

and increased MD across the whole brain including the corticospinal
tract, uncinate fasciculus, longitudinal fasciculus, and fronto-occipital

The preferential vulnerability of late-myelinating areas to aging and

fasciculus in AD compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, the sample

AD is a proposed mechanism by which cognition declines, referred to
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as “retrogenesis” (Benitez et al., 2014; Reisberg et al., 1999). Amnestic

caused by morphological changes (i.e., dilation of ventricles, white matter

mild cognitive impairment represents a transitional state between nor-

atrophy, and gray matter atrophy) during aging and disease progression.

mal aging and early dementia. Consequently, the degeneration of late-

This hypothesis is confirmed by our results of correlation analysis, which

myelinating white matter fibers may have appeared in the prodromal

are line with previous findings that aging processes and disease progres-

phase of AD (i.e., aMCI; Shao et al., 2019). In agreement with this

sion are associated with apparent ventricular dilation, white matter atro-

view, our results pointed to the subtle geometric microstructural

phy and gray matter atrophy (Balthazar et al., 2009; Biegon et al., 1994;

degeneration of the orientation in the left inferior longitudinal fascicu-

Bramlett & Dietrich, 2002; Chou et al., 2009; Ferreira et al., 2011; Guo

lus and right uncinate fasciculus in aMCI, and the association of these

et al., 2010; Tabatabaei-Jafari et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2004). Aside

orientational distortions with cognitive impairment. The findings sug-

from this, ventricular dilation made the most contribution to geometric

gest that the breakdown of these late-myelinating areas may promote

microstructural changes in the orientation of white matter fibers, espe-

the development of aMCI, which could become a specific neuroimag-

cially in the vicinity of the lateral ventricles, such as the corpus callosum.

ing marker to distinguish between aMCI and CN (Makovac

Interestingly, negative correlation was observed in the junction of white

et al., 2018; Zhuang et al., 2013).

matter and the cortex in patients with AD and aMCI, which may suggest

Structural connections are deemed to be the essential foundation

an essential role of disease progression in the orientational changes of

for the information flow of interneural communication across differ-

white matter fibers. In other words, neural loss and glial swelling during

ent cerebral regions, and underlie the normal cognitive function (Liu

the AD progression may lead to changes in the orientation of white mat-

et al., 2017; Mito et al., 2018; Teipel et al., 2010). The inferior longitu-

ter fibers (Shu et al., 2013; Zerbi et al., 2013). Axonal loss and glial swell-

dinal fasciculus and uncinate fasciculus constitutes the long-range

ing are prominent features of AD (Englund, 1998; Stokin et al., 2005), this

association fibers of the anterior temporal lobes with the occipital cor-

may lead to the enlarged perivascular spaces in the pathogenesis of AD

tex, and orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, respectively

(Fischer & Maier, 2015; Kawahara, 2010; Leszek et al., 2016;

(Latini et al., 2017; Von Der Heide, Skipper, Klobusicky, &

Reddy, 2009; Santos et al., 2010; Shu et al., 2013). Therefore, neural loss,

Olson, 2013). Portions of the anterior temporal lobe are believed to

glial swelling itself, and its subsequent impact on enlarged perivascular

play an essential role in certain types of semantic memory (Patterson,

spaces may also be another possible explanation for the geometric micro-

Nestor, & Rogers, 2007), and also in the encoding and storage of

structural changes in the orientation of white matter fibers in AD.

social and emotional concepts (Olson, McCoy, Klobusicky, &
Ross, 2013). In addition, previous evidences have highlighted the
involvement of inferior longitudinal fasciculus and uncinate fasciculus

5.4

|

Limitation and future direction

in episodic and semantic memory, language, and social emotional
processing (Hodgetts et al., 2017; Mandonnet, Nouet, Gatignol,

The present study has several limitations. One limitation is that the

Capelle, & Duffau, 2007; Von Der Heide et al., 2013). As such, the

voxel-based DFA method used in this manuscript considers the princi-

degeneration of the inferior longitudinal fasciculus and uncinate fas-

pal directions in voxels estimated by DTI, thus, it is not sensitive

ciculus in aMCI would logically affect the normally bidirectional infor-

enough to those voxels with crossing directions. It could be a future

mation transmission of orbital frontal cortex-based feedback and

work to calculate DFA indices based on fiber directions estimated by

visual cues to rapidly modulate temporal lobe-based mnemonic repre-

spherical deconvolution methods (Cheng, Deriche, Jiang, Shen, &

sentations (Von Der Heide et al., 2013). Therefore, the observed dis-

Yap, 2014; Tournier, Calamante, Gadian, & Connelly, 2004), and per-

ruptions of inferior longitudinal fasciculus and uncinate fasciculus in

form fixel-based analysis (Raffelt et al., 2012). We also plan to perform

our study may reflect the functional disconnection within the net-

tract-based DFA (Cheng et al., 2018) to calculate the orientational

works subserving the memory and language, and to some extent con-

properties from fiber tracts estimated after tractography, and perform

tribute to the gradual onset of cognitive dysfunction in aMCI

fiber-base analysis (Raffelt et al., 2012). Another major question was

(Dziemian, Appenzeller, von Bastian, Jäncke, & Langer, 2021; Metzler-

that we used a cross-sectional study design, which prevented us from

Baddeley, Jones, Belaroussi, Aggleton, & Sullivan, 2011).

determining which aMCI converted to AD. Future studies should
investigate longitudinally the progression of aMCI and AD to see
whether the orientational changes of white matter fibers in aMCI is

5.3 | The underlying contributors to orientational
changes of white matter fibers in AD

indeed an early feature of AD or other pathologies. Finally, the finding
about the inferior longitudinal fasciculus and uncinate fasciculus in
aMCI needs to further be examined to understand its implications for

Compared to classical intravoxel metrics (e.g., FA and MD) which to some

predicting progression of aMCI to AD. Unlike AD, aMCI is rather het-

extent reflect the integrity of microstructure in the white matter fibers,

erogeneous in its underlying pathology. Many pathologies could

the intervoxel-based DFA metrics focus on the orientational properties of

underlie aMCI, such as white matter lesions, stroke, and cerebral atro-

microstructure in the white matter fibers, that is, it considers in some

phy (Jicha et al., 2006; Larrieu, Letenneur, Orgogozo, Fabrigoule, &

sense a kind of local atrophy or swelling in the microstructure of the

Amieva, 2002). Futures studies should pay more attention to verifying

white matter fibers (see Figure 3). We postulate that this geometric

the potential biomarker of inferior longitudinal fasciculus and uncinate

microstructure in the orientation of white matter fibers may be partially

fasciculus in more aging-related pathologies.
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will provide a list of ADNI participant identifications for replication
purposes.

This study investigated aMCI and AD patients using the newly
established geometric microstructural measures in the orientation of
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